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Preface
Rachel Bradley, Project Organiser

New Art West Midlands 2017 is the fifth edition
of an annual multi-sited exhibition of work
by recent graduates of the five university
art schools: Birmingham City, Coventry,
Staffordshire, Wolverhampton and Worcester;
and, for the first time this year, Hereford
College of Arts.
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery is the
lead organisation of the exhibition working in
partnership with venues that continue to
evolve. This year Worcester City Art Gallery is
participating in addition to mac Birmingham
and Wolverhampton Art Gallery. In the past The
Barber Institute of Fine Arts, The Herbert Art
Gallery & Museum, Coventry and Grand Union
have hosted the exhibition.
The Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery
exhibition, takes place at the Waterhall
Gallery, Edmund Street, a space currently
dedicated to the presentation of modern and
contemporary art. As a much anticipated
annual event in the West Midlands’ visual
arts calendar, the exhibition showcases new
work by thirty-one artists working in painting,
sculpture, installation, video, drawing, print and
photography.
Our three selectors of the 2017 edition of
New Art West Midlands were Jason E Bowman
(artist, London and MFA Programme Leader,
Valand Academy, University of Gothenburg,
Sweden), Angela Kingston (curator and
writer, London) and Barbara Walker (artist,
Birmingham).

Surplus (2016)
Damian Massey
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New
Art
West
Midlands
Craig Ashley, Director
New Art West Midlands

The annual New Art West Midlands exhibition
was established in 2013 by New Art West
Midlands, the region’s contemporary visual arts
network. Formerly known as Turning Point West
Midlands, the network is part of the national
Contemporary Visual Arts Network (CVAN) and
plays a leading role in supporting, promoting
and developing the region’s contemporary
visual arts sector, both within and beyond the
West Midlands.
By working with our partners we create
distinctive and defining opportunities for
artists and arts professionals to develop their
practices. Our key programme strands include
the annual New Art West Midlands exhibition
for recent graduates, delivered in partnership
with Birmingham Museums Trust, and Engine,
our region-wide professional development
programme for artists and curators, delivered in
partnership with The New Art Gallery Walsall.
The exhibition continues to provide a vital
platform for artists who have graduated from
the region’s universities, and an opportunity
to celebrate the high calibre of our art schools
and the wealth of creative talent that exists
among our visual artists. Our thanks are
extended to Birmingham Museums Trust for its
leading role in organising the exhibition and to
the selectors and participating venues for their
time and expertise in helping to realise the
exhibition across each of the four sites.
The New Art West Midlands network is
hosted by Birmingham School of Art, part of
Birmingham City University. New Art West
Midlands is generously supported by Arts
Council England with further financial support
from Birmingham City University, Coventry
University, University of Wolverhampton and
University of Worcester. In addition, the New
Art West Midlands 2017 exhibition is supported
by Hereford College of Arts and Staffordshire
University.

New
Art
West
Midlands
Supporters

www.newartwestmidlands.co.uk
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In Wildness is the
preservation of the
world.
Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862)

In human culture is
the preservation of
wildness.
Wendell E. Berry (b. 1934)

by Angela Kingston
Curator and writer
www.angelakingston.co.uk
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Jason Bowman, Barbara Walker and I selected
thirty-one artists for New Art West Midlands 2017.
We were struck by the fact that more than one
third of those artists had made art about wildness.
It’s not, however, wildness as a kind of ultimate
restorative, as envisioned by nineteenth-century
romanticist Henry David Thoreau. Instead, it’s the
wildness of present-day poet-cum-farmer-cumecologist Wendell Berry – wildness so damaged by
humans that it can no longer repair itself but needs
the intervention of humans if it is to be saved.
In Berry’s pithy phrase, he uses the word
‘culture’ in its two senses. As a farmer he appeals
for fundamental changes in biological culture,
especially within agriculture. And, as a poet, he’s
arguing for the radical overhaul of cultural attitudes
as an essential component of green ways of living.
It follows that creative individuals have a
significant role to play within this cultural reenvisioning. Happily, New Art West Midlands
2017 demonstrates that artists of the emerging
generation are stepping up to the mark. Some
have consciously set out to make environmental
art, for example Milly Rowland with her large
mono-prints of underwater worlds. She writes:
“My inspiration came from the biodiversity of the
oceans. The title Disrupted Marine Paradise refers
to a conflict between my fantastical marine forms
and the current ecological destruction of marine
environments.” She draws and paints on a screen,
then drips water onto it so that her fishy creatures
“blend and mutate”, taking on something of a life of
their own. Then finally, she sets to and prints off.
Working in this way, Rowland creates a
dynamic between her fantasy of the sea filled
with an unending variety of life and the spectre of
nature, threatened and despoiled, answering back.
Significantly, her process involves relinquishing
control: human dominance over nature is not
what’s wanted here. She’s also talked about
approximating the movements of her brush and
pencil with those of sea-creatures, suggesting
the desire to share something of the experience
of other life forms. Meanwhile, the sea-creatures
in Disrupted Marine Paradise loom up from the
depths as if to eyeball us accusingly.
In the case of other artists in New Art West
Midlands 2017, the nature–human dynamic is
more of an unconscious undercurrent. Halina

Dominska’s sculpture Bound to (2016)is comprised
of suspended forms that ‘breathe’ when viewers
walk up to them. What she set out to explore, she
explains, is how the amygdala in the brain gives
rise to involuntary reactions, together with ideas of
personal space. She seeks to set up chain reactions
between viewers, made excitable both by the work
and each other’s responses. In this way, Bound to
untethers us from ourselves.
Dominska’s sculpture loosens, as well, the
prevailing sense we have of being somehow quite
separate from other forms of life. The hanging
forms of Bound to seem not only human-like (the
pinkness and texture of inside the mouth, perhaps)
but also plant-like (fern-fronds, flower stamens,
fungal growths). In crossing between humans and
plants in this way, Bound to refutes the commonly
held idea that nature is always other than us,
and that wildness is by definition elsewhere. It’s
an aspect of the work that anticipates current
discussions among scientists and others. For
example, as environmental historian Dolly
Jørgensen says: “there is no line between us and
wildness, it is in the city, it is everywhere”.
Lisa Nash’s installation The Circle of Nature
(2016) seems also to have resonances that are
in keeping with emerging scientific discussions.
(How do artists do this? Are they especially good
at channeling what’s ‘in the air’?). A sculpture
of a rabbit, the size of an eight- or nine-year-old
child, partway realistic and partway storybook
or cartoonish, is looking towards a life-size and
life-like sculpture of a woman who has in her
hands a sculpture of a baby rabbit (also halfrealistic, half-fantasy). It’s a scene that raises many
issues, including how we anthropomorphize and
sentimentalize animals, how we ‘mother’ our pets;
and how we hold power over other creatures.
It’s especially interesting, I think, that
alongside the sentimentality in The Circle of Nature,
there’s also a real sense of empathy. The installation
tugs at something deep-seated in us, concerning
love and loss and, significantly, this feeling extends
from us towards another species. This is in keeping
with the discovery that we share much of our DNA
with other creatures and that consequently, we
will have traits and characteristics in common. As
animal behaviour consultant and researcher Marthe
Kiley-Worthington argues, the way forward might

be not to ditch anthropomorphism (which has long
suffered a bad name), but to apply this impulse in
an intelligent and conditional way.
The second biggest shared tendency among the
artists selected for New Art West Midlands 2017
is an interest in formalism. The foremost concern
of a significant number is with the materials and
processes with which they work, yet not quite as
an end it itself. Their artworks seem always to spill
over into something that exceeds this: a narrative,
or conjecture, or question.
Rob Hamp flexes and curves sheets of plywood
and hardboard, and attaches these to furniture,
industrial equipment or architectural features,
using metal springs and G-clamps. Sometimes he
integrates copper piping, or off-cuts of wood, or
lengths of plastic-covered wire. In doing this, the
artist draws attention to the spaces between and
around things, their colours and their shadows,
creating installations that serve as tributes to the
beauty of functional objects and places. But the title
of an installation created in a carpentry workshop
is All he wanted was a garden (2016), and so
the storyline of a frustrated man, unable to have
what he most desires, enters the scenario. Hamp’s
installation comes across rather differently now, as
a frenzy of displaced activity and filled with pathos.
In Natalie Ramus’s series of photographs,
called Hand Stitched (2015), she has used her
own body as material. Claustrophobically, it’s her
immediate means of making things – her hands
– with which she has worked. We see her left
hand in close-up, into which her right hand has
stitched hair (presumably hers), puncturing the
surface of her skin in dozens of places, to leave
a morbid tracery of lines that join together her
fingers and immobilize her hand. The artist writes
about her “fascination with the way we explore
the materiality of the body as children: picking at
scabs, printing the patterns of a grazed knee on a
tissue, pushing needles through the top layer of
skin”. If formalism can be said to be about ‘truth to
materials’, then Hand Stitched is both this and more.
Specifically, the artist feels that the virtual world of
social media has numbed us, and her motivation is
to reawaken our “physical material selves”.
For her sculpture series Untitled (2015),
Abigail Day presents us with narrow shards of
rough-looking composites of sandstone, limestone,
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slate, brick or granite, into which she has inserted
blocks of pigmented wax, as if to square them off
in places. These tall thin forms are balanced on
the floor or leant against the walls, the colourful
wax additions serving to finesse their unexpected
beauty and presence. It’s all impressively formalist
in its execution, and yet Day’s concern has not been
pure formalism but in fact to create a commentary
on the present-day destruction of mid-twentiethcentury Brutalist buildings in Birmingham. “It’s in
the material”, she says, which she “salvaged from a
masonry yard”, and which was until recently part of
huge structures such as the former library. Untitled
is thereby a kind of lament, borne of an impulse to
create, from the debris, “objects of both tragedy and
beauty, objects that balance between ruins and art”.
To reach a conclusion, I want to go back to
where I started – to Thoreau and Berry and ideas
about nature and our responsibilities. ‘Rewilding’
is one of the ways that humans might need to
intervene – that is, through the release of creatures
into depleted lands, where they re-invigorate the
whole ecosystem. (The setting free of 14 wolves in
Yellowstone National Park in 1995, for example,
transformed the landscape to such an the extent
that the rivers changed their course and speed,
thereby creating new habitats and increasing
biodiversity). So, can we think of art – which can
give rise to new ways of thinking and thereby subtly
alter how we behave – as a kind of rewilding of the
mind? And not just art that relates to nature: I mean
all kinds of art that invigorates, or introduces new
possibilities. Contemplating the work in the New
Art West Midlands 2017 exhibition, there is much
by the thirty-one artists that has this potential
to rewild us, to loosen our habits of thought, to
change our potential – from sculptures of rabbits, to
stitchings in a hand, to beautified debris, and more.

Sources:
Steve Jones, Almost Like a Whale, 1999
Dolly Jørgensen, Rethinking Rewilding,
in Geoforum 65, 2015, pp. 482-488
and http://dolly.jorgensenweb.net
Dr. Marthe Kiley-Worthington & Jake RendleWorthington, Exploding the Myths: Mammal
Welfare, Handling & Teaching, 2012 (see in
particular pp. 18- 19 for a discussion about
Conditional Anthropomorphism) and http://
www.ecoethorecherche.com/
Michael Pollan, The Botany of Desire, 2001
(my opening quotations are from
p. 62 of the 2003 Bloomsbury edition)
Neil Shubin, Your Inner Fish, 2008
http://weloveanimals.me/released-14-wolvespark-no-one-preparedunbelievablenature11/
[accessed 18.11.2016]

Natalie Ramus
Hand Stitched (2015)
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Being Art School
by Jason E. Bowman

Artist and MFA Programme Leader, Valand
Academy, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

Grand Entrance (2016)
Natalie Seymour
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I LOVE art schools.
There I’ve said it. Having done so I shall
now also say this: mine is not, and cannot be, an
unconditional love. For art schools have, should
have, and must seek to perpetrate a capacity for
conditionality. Art schools must sustain themselves
as sites of worrying that affect all who study in
them, all who work in them and, more broadly,
the communities on their doorsteps whose lives
are also being diminished by imposed exclusion,
eviction, destabilisation and constriction. All of these
impositions actively restrict access to the critical
production of imaginaries, which is a key function of
the art school and the university – at least as those
institutions were, even if not always as they are now.
While the internal fretting in art schools
continues, in this short essay I want to consider
some factors that I believe are key to their role as
producers of critical matters and accounts to be aired
and worried over publicly. As an artist-educator
with a curatorial practice, my axial-narrative is
inseparable from that of the art school: following my
own art education in the mid-1980s, art schools have
given me some of the most foundational, complex,
frustrating, interrogative, propagative and worrying
experiences of my career and, in this sense, I have
never left them – physically or politically. For over
almost thirty years, with the odd break, I have nearly
always responded to their force and willingly been
pulled into them, formerly on an ad hoc, recurring
basis and, for the past six years, consistently through
my role as MFA: Fine Art Programme Leader at the
Valand Academy at the University of Gothenburg,
Sweden. I work in a country that sustains fee-free
education for all EU/EAA nationals (the implications
of Brexit remain unknown) and in a small-scale
institution that exerts significant impact and retains
access to adequate resources. Its resources enable
its persistence in conceiving critical formations
that interrogate the urgencies of our time and,
thereby, seek to make sense of the world, locally,
nationally and transnationally. Such relative ‘health’
notwithstanding, I cannot be immune from worrying
about the state of art education and its institutions.
I worry about who accesses art education.
I worry about whom it excludes. I worry that it
is becoming a site of eviction and not inclusion. I
worry about its commercialisation. I worry about
the diminishment of peripheries. I worry about
mainstreaming. I worry about centralisation. I
worry about the narratives of professionalisation

being incubated and upheld. I worry about the art
histories that are not being taught. I worry about
the bureaucratisation. I worry about the compass
of modernity and the spectre of misunderstood
claims for autonomy. I worry about the failure to
nurture visual methodologies. I worry about the lack
of rigorous analysis of artistic strategies. I worry
about the fear of reading and writing and their
disavowal. I worry about the eviction of the work-aday artist from art schools’ rostra of guests. I worry
about student debt. I worry about the sicknesses,
conditions and health of students and art school
workers. I worry about the privatisation of services.
I worry about the efficacy of curricula. I worry about
confirmation bias. I worry about the deflection of
alterity. I worry about the large numbers of students.
I worry about exam literacy and formats. I worry
about the deep individualism still at play. I worry
about the meritocracies being promoted. I worry
about trigger warnings and so-called ‘safe spaces’.
I worry about micro-aggressions. I worry about
the capacity of artists to inform structural change.
I worry about formations of instrumentality that
inhibit being instrumental. I worry about the lack
of social and political confidence in art and artists.
I worry about their interactions with the world. I
worry about the knowledge that remains uninvited.
I worry about the resistance to becoming engaged in
administration and management as a duty of care.
I worry about trend sensitivity. I worry about the
rhetoric of student recruitment.
I personally struggle to consider the meaning
of the term ‘post-art school’. I don’t conceive of
the art school as something that is passed through
by a process of knowledge being passed on, and
something that is able to be passed over by those
who pass it by. Indeed, I think an urgent case is to be
made for considering art schools, instead, as sites
of consistent relevance to our comprehension of
public educational institutions and their promise
to inform and to be integral to our civic lives and
cultures. To do this would require us to consider
the art school durationally and thereby to include
– but not to be restricted by – cycles of student
education and the punctuation of graduating years.
Such an approach might demand a recalibration of
the ‘student-as-customer’ rhetoric towards a more
dynamic formation. In that more dynamic formation,
students would become, additionally, custodians
of the potential of art schools. Their custodianship
would be in operation both during their studies

and afterwards, irrespective of their subsequent
application of their studies. Likewise, there is a
case for considering how art schools can become
societally embedded without becoming confined,
how they can sustain socialities without forgetting
the work that they need to do, how they can
tackle uncertainties without arrogance and define
research questions with obligation to sustaining the
evolving communities that surround them and by
making available their interdisciplinary affiliations
and knowledge. How can art schools approach all
these matters not simply as a means by which to
emphasise their substance, but also to negotiate and
navigate a longitudinal commitment to attentiveness
– attentiveness comprising artistic and intellectual
modalities that make the matter of the art school
meaningful?
…And still I stay, and still I invite students to
join us, and still I advocate the art school’s remaining
focussed on delineating its significance in public
life as a critical institution that trains citizen-artists
to share in the public project of worrying. We are
witnesses to the rise of neo-fascism, the depletion
of access to public goods, the displacement of
millions of people due to capital, war and climate
change and a global structuring of entitlement
through mass-filtering of socio-economic status. The
pervasive logic of neo-liberalist professionalisation,
bureaucratisation, metricisation, capitalisation and
the commercialisation of art and its institutions
positions students in an entangled and filtering
system. That system seeks structurally to evict the
critical potential of art to be propagative in the
conception and constituting of political imaginaries
that diverge from present dominant narratives.
It is essential that art school educators and staff,
students and allies, worry about these and many
more factors. This is now the job at hand. Defeat will
occur only if we step away from this necessity to turn
our attentions to struggling against the symptoms
of social, economic and political control that
accompany our moment and, through complacency
and cynicism, reproduce, instead, our moment’s
easy rhetoric of excellence, entrepreneurship and
efficiency.
So, I suggest, here in this publication dedicated
to the endeavours of those who are deemed to have
left art school, that they think again about how they
continue to be art school.
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Yazmin Boyle
Birmingham City University

Yazmin Boyle works predominantly in steel.
She exploits contrasts between the perceived
hardness and softness of her material
metaphorically to explore tensions associated
with concepts of gender stereotyping,
difference and normativity.
Orbita (2016) comprises two, open-weave
spheroid structures intended to act as a visual
conversation between the cosmos, with which
Boyle associates masculine characteristics,
and the human body, with which she associates
feminine ones. Made of industrial metal strap
and displayed to mirror and almost be within
touching distance of each other, its linear
skeletons of carved and rolled steel form
internal circles, funnels and cavities in knowing
reference to the bifurcated sculptures of
Barbara Hepworth (see Hepworth’s Two Forms
(Divided Circle) (1969), for example). With
their straps connected by metal rods, glinting
washers and sandblasted dome nuts, Orbita’s
see-through forms are at once solid and pliable:
the viewer’s visual and physical negotiation
of them serves to emphasise their apparent
fluidity. The ‘masculine’ strap, printed with a
‘feminine’ lace pattern of pearlised pigment,
bows as it comes into contact with the hard
surface of the gallery floor.
Orbita is an abstract construction intended
metaphorically to address the binaries of
masculine and feminine. Boyle describes it as
representing “a happy meeting in the middle”.

Orbita (2016)
Steel strap and steel rods, each 300 x 180 cms
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Lindy Brett
Staffordshire University

Observations (2016) (video stills)
HD video installation, 18 mins
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Lindy Brett’s videos, sound works and
installations explore the interface between
everyday language and culture and the
language and culture of science. While science
and art continue to be considered as largely
separate cultures, Brett argues nonetheless
that technological development and science’s
explanation of the natural world make it
integral to all forms of understanding, including
art.
Her projects often start with the documentary
film form: she films machines from a static
point of view and makes attendant sound
recordings of people talking while engaged
in scientific activity. These things… (2016)
is a video of a group of people using everyday, non-specialist language to work out how
to make a ‘pop-bottle magnetometer’ from
ordinary materials. Pop-bottle magnetometer
(2016) presents the home- or school-science
object that results. A magnetometer detects
fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field

caused by solar storms and is used to predict
the appearance of the aurora borealis at lower
latitudes. In the one on display, a sequin set
in a plastic bottle is aligned with the Earth’s
magnetic field, with the light from a laser
pointer reflecting from the sequin onto a
roughly calibrated area of wall. All the materials
and components of the magnetometer are
re-purposed or roughly made, its methods and
making conventions suggesting comparison
between those of scientists and artists (the
procedures of arte povera, for example).
Observations (2016), presented in New
Art West Midlands 2017, is a static video and
sound work revealing the old surface of the
Lovell Radio Telescope at Jodrell Bank, and
the correlator which brings together signals
from the scattered ‘e-Merlin’ array of radio
telescopes. Headphones supply competing
tracks of the voices of people, engineers and
astronomers who work with the telescope
and the sounds that their activity produces.

While intentionally moving in and out of
comprehensibility, Brett intends the ‘ordinary’
sounds that her recordings have captured as
an acoustic counterpoint to the extraordinary
nature of the scientific and technological
endeavour taking place.
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Susan Brisco
University of Wolverhampton

Are they more aware than first thought? (2016) (video still)
Video installation
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Susan Brisco’s installation Are they more aware
than first thought? (2016) aims to communicate
advances in scientific understanding of plant
neurobiology and bio-acoustics (sounds
produced by living organisms), as understood
through the eyes of an artist: “Since the
beginning of the 21st century scientists have
been continually discovering uncanny levels
of intelligence that exist within the plant world
– intelligence that we could never perceive in
our everyday lives. They argue that the root is
the most intelligent, sensitive part of a plant.”
Modern research, she suggests, may now be
confirming ideas first proposed by Charles
Darwin in his The Power of Movement in Plants
(1880), in which he suggests that root systems
work together like a network of brains.
Brisco has used a high powered scanning
electron microscope to magnify imagery of
plant material to reveal minute landscapes
invisible to the naked eye. This imagery takes
the form of a video projection that interacts
with anatomical-style drawings on paper to

provide encounters with the internal microarchitectures of plants and communications
between them. As well as acting to enrich these
encounters, an accompanying soundscape
highlights incidences of mirroring between
plant and human systems, serving to link the
two forms of life. Brisco’s intention is that
viewers gain alternative insights into the
sentient world of plants – both at the level of
the visible and the normally undetectable by
humans – and that this stimulates debate about
human beings’ current and future relationships
with nature. Using film, drawing and sound, she
creates her own response to plant intelligence
and plant communication, positioning her
inquiry at the interface between art and
science.
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Lorna Brown
Hereford College of Arts

“Back to the significance of hair in African
society
Back to the legacy of slavery and European
colonialism
Back to the shaving of the heads of the
very first slaves
Back to the humiliation of the house
slaves forced to wear wigs of European
styles to look acceptable
Back to the lighter skinned looser haired
children born to mothers who were raped
by their white masters, or who coupled
with Native Americans
Back to the consequent internalisation
of this mockery, inferiority, shame and
ranking.”

Nice Middle Class white girl (2015)
Pinholed pigment print, 102 x 73 cms
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Lorna Brown deploys the West African words
Oburoni and Ashaki to describe her project,
which is to explore western ideals of beauty
and the objectification of black and multiracial
women. Oburoni means ‘person from beyond
the horizon’ and Ashaki ‘beautiful woman’. Her
photographs highlight racial biases, especially
in the fashion industry where female black
models are few and far between: “there remains
a significant lack of beauty in the mainstream
for the black and mixed race girl to identify
with, and this alone is enough of an issue. But
that it persists as a manifestation of profoundly
entrenched supremacist ideologies, and that
modern society hasn’t transcended this, is
deeply dispiriting.”
Brown’s work is partly influenced by her
experiences as a person of colour growing up
in an isolated West Country town. Her titles –
for example Ass Like a Black Woman, Why are
your thighs so big? and You should get a weave
(all 2015) – confront the attitudes that she has
encountered while exposing pervasive fallacies
about the black female body. Her processes of
sewing, piercing with pin holes and painting
onto her images represent attempts to conform
to the western ideal. In Nice Middle Class White
Girl (2015) and its accompanying caption (‘I’m
obsessed with your physicality. I see myself
with a nice middle class white girl’) she draws
on her experience of what she identifies as “the
unsettling hypocrisy sometimes present in the
interracial dating dynamic, and the fetishisation
of the black female body by the white male and
his return to the ‘safety’ of the white woman”.
Brown’s autobiographically rooted subjectmatter resonates with a problematic history of
continuing influence.

Sarah Cornforth
Birmingham City University

A-Z of Drawing Restrictions (2016) (detail)
Wall drawing, 26 objects, 26 copper etchings,
each 20 x 20 cms
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Sarah Cornforth aims to explore and challenge
conventions of drawing by imposing disruptive
constraints on her drawing process.
She begins a new installation by producing
a preparatory drawing on paper that ‘imagines’
her working under the constraints that she
has decided to adopt. From this preparatory
drawing she makes a series of images using
printmaking processes which, themselves,
become a means to disrupt her control over
her results: no two prints pulled from the same
plate or screen are identical and outcomes are
not wholly predictable. She then finds or makes
objects to use as tools for drawing directly onto
the wall where her prints will be displayed.
These drawings, using pencil and ink, often
show relationships between the tools that she
uses and parts of the human body, thereby
illustrating the different ‘constraints’ that can
be achieved. She may also make a final drawing
on paper that “captures the event” of her
drawing her installation, to be presented as an
adjunct to it.
In A-Z of Drawing Restrictions (2016),
twenty-six monochrome copper etchings are
presented in a block of two rows of thirteen
images, each pertaining to a letter of the
alphabet. They depict satirical scenarios
that often poke fun at the workings of the art
world. Drawings have been made directly onto
the surface of the wall on which the etchings
are presented using found and made objects
including, amongst other things, comedic
wearable antlers, a feather duster and gloves.
Floor-based display of the objects themselves,
as integral elements of the installation, is
intended to disrupt what Cornforth suggests
would otherwise be its conventional narrative
of drawing media and technique.

Abigail Day
University of Worcester

Planes (2016)
Maltese limestone, pink pigment, 11 x 7 x 5 cms
Lobotomy (2016)
Maltese limestone, 20 x 14 x 11 cms
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Abigail Day’s untitled installation presented
in New Art West Midlands 2017 is a timely
response to the fervent demolition of postwar Brutalist buildings that has taken place
throughout the UK. Whether revered or
hated, the destruction of these architectural
landmarks has sparked much controversy.
In recent years, this has resulted in renewed
attempts to save them, exemplified by the
regeneration of Sheffield’s Park Hill Estate
by developers Urban Splash. Many buildings
however, including Birmingham’s former
Central Library, continue to succumb to
commercial and other imperatives to make way
for new development.
Day is drawn to the beauty and truth to
materials approach of Brutalist architecture
and the sculptural qualities that it embodies.
For her recent sculptures she has used large
pieces of stone salvaged from masonry yards.
She has added blocks of brightly coloured

wax that hold their shape on the surface
of the stone but also seep into its cracks,
‘reanimating’ it with the aim of transforming
each piece into a new entity that “blurs the
line between painting and sculpture”. Either
precariously balanced against the gallery
walls or freestanding, Day sees her stones as
rescued ruins become art that echo our cultural
abandonment of Brutalism and its materials.
They “become buildings in themselves,
buildings that occupy in their materiality and
history.” The newest works presented here are
carved from Maltese limestone; Day describes
the neon pink pigment colour blocks that she
has applied to their surfaces as “random,
flippant gestures that provide evidence of
labour”.
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Halina Dominska
Birmingham City University

Halina Dominska argues that human beings are
bound by physical processes: the amygdala of
the human brain consciously controls how we
interact with each other and the world around
us, directing our emotional reactions and
responses to others. Her interactive sculptural
installation of silicone and pressure sensors,
Bound to (2016) “comes alive” through viewers’
physical proximity to it. Its abstract, pale pink,
tentacle-like forms hang from a triangular
textile canopy and seemingly breathe in and out
in response to the movement and closeness of
human beings. Blistered with the impressions
of fingerprints, Dominska intends her forms’
otherwise smooth surface to draw viewers’
attention to human skin as physical boundary.

Dominska is interested in human beings’
spontaneous reactions and how their visual
and tactile senses overlap. Interactive and
haptic, Bound to aims to create an intimate and
personal space for viewer-participants while
simultaneously encouraging them to engage
with it in unison. She says she is “drawn to how
we connect with each other through our senses
and how our senses shape the world around us,
our knowledge and ourselves”.

Bound to (2016)
Soft silicone, fishing wire, pressure sensors,
dimensions variable
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Megan Evans
Birmingham City University

Megan Evans’s series Natural Collection (2016)
addresses aspects of self-presentation through
exploring the results of a person’s decision
to change his/her appearance. Her realistic,
sometimes gruesome self-portraits are of
someone “testing the thresholds of human
endeavour” through undergoing elective plastic
surgery in pursuit of the perfect face and
body. She sets out to depict the often brutal
and bruising processes of what are violent
acts against the self, and the endurance of
an interim period of ‘ugliness’ before healing
reveals an end result that “makes someone
more beautiful in their own eyes”.

Although her images on paper seem to be
painted or drawn using traditional art materials,
for most of them she deploys cosmetics such
as lipstick, liquid foundation, eyeliner and
mascara, only using pastels to create tone that
adds detail and depth to her subject’s skin. By
employing cosmetics as her main materials,
Evans alludes to their day-to-day application to
the face to enhance appearance and conceal
perceived flaws and blemishes, to attempt, in
her conception of them, to become someone
other than one is.

Natural Collection #12 (2016)
Soft pastel, cosmetic foundation, lipstick,
kohl pencil on paper, 25.5 x 38.5 cms
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Kerry Farrell
Birmingham City University

Untitled (Blue Curtain) (2016)
Acrylic on canvas, 124.5 x 112 cms
Untitled (Red Curtain) (2016)
Acrylic on canvas, 124.5 x 112 cms
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Kerry Farrell proposes that the language of
painting is “where ideas and playfulness meet”.
She describes her exploration of abstraction
as a metaphor for the workings of memory: the
painted ‘frame’ is deployed as a visual device,
within which she fractures the space of the
picture plane through variations in colour,
pattern and texture. The frame, figuratively
in most cases, frames a window onto a
landscape and is intended to draw attention to
relationships between interior and exterior.
Untitled (Blue Curtain) (2016) uses multiple
painterly brushstrokes to frame the image; this

acts, Farrell suggests, like “a passe-partout
of viewing”. (A passe-partout is a cardboard
mount that often surrounds a picture beneath
its glass cover; it is also the French term for
‘master-key’). Taking her cue from a lineage
of abstract painters which includes Howard
Hodgkin and his use of the painted ‘frame’
device, Farrell aims to create a depth of field
through bold blocks of colour and detailed
patterning. Fissures of coloured lines on the
left hand-side of the picture act, as its title
suggests, like a ‘curtain’, creating an illusion of
distance from the painted landscape beyond.

Subsequently applied horizontal swathes of
green paint serve to continue the momentum
of this effect, leading the eye to the blue
gradations of sky in the upper reaches of the
canvas.
Farrell also uses framing devices in
Untitled (Pink Curtain) and Untitled (Red
Curtain) (both 2016); in Untitled (Red Curtain)
this contributes to her making of a purely
abstract image. She aims to create an interplay
between surface detail and flatness to draw
attention to the actuality of surface and the
illusive nature of colour and painting.
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Pamela Fletcher
University of Wolverhampton

Traces (2016)
Oil on aluminium, 37 x 45 cms
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Pamela Fletcher’s current painting adopts an
abstract approach that emphasises expression
created through the process of painting itself.
Through her material and method, she aims
to make her painting “intuitive” and, in works
such as Traces (2016) where the application
process is clearly visible, to achieve a sensuous
relationship with the manipulation of paint.
Working in oil on aluminium, she applies paint
to her surface in an uneven layer to create a
background ‘base’; this contrasts with the
smooth and precisely painted forms that float
in the foreground. Although abstract, her forms
are inspired by life-drawings and often allude to
figuration.
Fletcher’s painting is inspired by the
Baroque and by biblical and history paintings
such as, for example, Artemisia Gentileschi’s
Judith Slaying Holofernes (1614-20). She
transposes the drama of these paintings, not
by working directly with their subject matter,
but by using a similar colour palette and similar
contrasts of light and shade. She writes that
the physicality of paint is central to her work:
“I am often surprised by what can result from
such basic materials.”

Gemma Ford
Birmingham City University

Untitled (2016)
Digital print, duct tape, pink packaging foam,
plaster, Perspex, 180 x 175 x 80 cms
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Gemma Ford describes her work as involving
“constant play between surface, meaning and
materiality”. Her object-based art makes use of
singular combinations of polystyrene packaging,
Perspex packaging off-cuts, plaster and wax
casts of packaging, digital prints, ’phone and
i-pad screens, cables, make-up, clothing, plaster
and silicone. Her objects and materials are often
associated with people’s engagement with ‘the
digital world’, with the seductive visual qualities
of the touchscreen and the appeal of the digital
product, and with the translation of real-world
objects to become digital representations on
screen or in print,
Her floor-based art requires viewers’
physical negotiation and exploration of it.
Frequently taking the form of clusters or groups
of objects, integral to their configuration and
her achievement of a cohesive ‘sculptural
language’ is her aesthetic investigation of
them (consideration of their texture, surface,
shape, colour and positioning, for example). She
describes polystyrene as “a pivotal material”,
not just because of its physical qualities but also
because of its widespread role as packaging and
its consequent association with the technology
that it is used to protect. Ford’s colour palette is
informed by the ‘New Aesthetic’ – a term coined
by James McBride to refer to the visual language
of digital technology and the blurring of the
virtual and physical.
Ford suggests that, through the materials
she uses, she is negotiating two kinds of ‘found’,
negative space – one, through her use of Perspex
offcuts from jewellery packaging, associated
with human adornment and one, through her
use of polystyrene packaging, with technology.
Deployed in tandem, they make playful allusion,
she suggests, to our cultural consumption of
digital ‘goods’ as status-signaling items of
adornment. Juxtaposing materials of different
look and feel, Ford explores their malleability,
tactility and metamorphic ‘equivalence’.

Bruno Grilo
Birmingham City University

The Sea Close By (2016)
Plaster, laser cut acrylic, 15 x 30 x 57 cms
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Bruno Grilo’s architectural practice takes the
form of conceptual art. His drawings, sculpture
and digital works consider the connections
and disconnections between architecture and
society and history. He is interested in the ways
in which architecture includes popular taste
and alludes to architectural tradition.
For New Art West Midlands 2017 Grilo
presents a large-scale, 8-sheet billboard
work, Where I Should Fold I Wander
(2016). Comprising a digitally generated,
multi-coloured grid constructed using the
mathematical and geometrical techniques of
architectural digital design, it invites viewers
to engage with the beauty and subtleties of
patterns. Grilo is also interested in concepts
of ‘the void’ and ‘surface’, particularly in
relation to digital contexts where there can be
materiality without an apparent physicality.
Much of his work has “imagined the capitalist
city swept clean of commodities and reconciled
with nature, but at the cost of a ubiquitous grid
that, beautiful in its purity, is monstrous in its
totality”.
While continuing his use of digital design
techniques, Grilo’s most recent sculpture
moves away from this focus on the city’s
architectural grid to explore the natural
environment and human beings’ relationship
with the ocean. The Sea Close By (2016) is a
3-D collage including laser-cut, fluorescent
pink acrylic shapes, a white column and a pale
green plaster base. His work’s colours thus
replicate those of oxidised bronze sculptures
when exposed to the weathering elements of
the coast and, although comprising wholly
geometric elements, it is nonetheless evocative
of figuration.

Jade Hamilton
University of Wolverhampton

Jade Hamilton’s neo-surrealist sculptures are
made of found objects and specially planted
blown glass terraria. Future Mess (2016)
comprises two sculptures that conjure up a
post-apocalyptic future in which human beings
have used up the Earth’s resources to such
an extent that they have created a natural
environment in which it is impossible to breathe
independently.
Air quality and pollution data are generated
on a daily basis and analysis of recent data,
particularly from major cities of the world, has
suggested that pollution exerts a significant
impact on serious illness and mortality rates.
In Hamilton’s sculptures, Russian gas masks
are linked via tubes to glass ‘microcosm planted
biomes’. (‘Biome’ is an ecological term used to
describe a naturally occurring community of
flora and fauna). She intends them to suggest
a future in which humans may come to need
the assistance of breathing apparatus as failed
green and environmental policies force them to
cope with continually deteriorating air quality.

Future Mess (2016)
Blown glass vessel with natural elements,
Russian gas mask, dimensions variable
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Rob Hamp
Coventry University

Furthermore (2016)
Plywood, hardboard, paint, G-Clamp fixings,
dimensions variable
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Rob Hamp cites his influences as the work
of writers including Samuel Beckett, Harold
Pinter and James Joyce, and the theories
and practices of early twentieth-century
Russian Constructivist and Suprematist
artists, especially Vladimir Tatlin, Alexander
Rodchenko and El Lissitzky. His sculptural
installations are often site-specific (a
response to the context in which they are
presented). Each begins with Hamp’s
development of a written ‘plot’ always
involving three characters. Plots and
characters are then reconfigured as physical
compositions of abstract sculptural elements
made of materials including plywood,
MDF, glass, metal clamps and paint. His
materials are often used to represent certain
characteristics or atmospheres: natural
materials, for example, are associated with
factual truth and synthetic or engineered
materials with unstoppable progress and, thus,
“dark forces” and sharp practice. Shadows

and changes of light and shade over time often
play a role in the development of relationships
between ‘characters’ and between them and
their settings.
Hamp’s installation All he wanted was a
garden (2016) incorporates a short video in
which a current state of chaos is gradually
replaced by “the promise of what lies around
the corner: a controlled state”. Character
number 1 of 3 begs, nonetheless, for the
reinstatement of things as they were. Works
made for New Art West Midlands 2017
include five counter-reliefs, Chapters (2017),
made of industrial materials associated with
construction and design. A sixth, concluding
work, Chapter 6 ‘undone by a pillar of
society’ (2017) sits in the shadow of a pillar
in Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery’s
Waterhall. Drawing on Tatlin’s and Malevich’s
questioning of ‘who is holding things together’
and ‘who is leaning on who’, they explore the
relationship between supports and supported.

Hamp identifies the modernist goal of
‘truth to materials’ as informing his approach
to making his installations, but ‘truth to
materials’, in his case, implies something
more offbeat: with his objects embodying
his characters, and their interactions with
each other and with their setting providing
his narrative ‘plot’, his materials become
“narrative signifiers of the real and the unreal”.
They ‘stand’ for what is true and untrue in
each work’s ‘plot’ and in the make-up of its
characters.
With its coded materiality and abstract
qualities of tensioning, bending, twisting and
stretching, viewers are invited to decipher
Hamp’s narrative project. He describes his
own role to be that of “author, choreographer
and then finally constructor”. His aim is to
make something that questions the extent
to which he has control over meaning and
to which the meanings that his installation
produces exceed him.
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Hao Zecheng
Birmingham City University

Welcome to Paradise (2016)
Video (stills)
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Hao Zecheng’s work stems from his interest in
mid-20th century Fordism, his declared project
being “to break down the boundary between
man and machine”, adopting a socially,
culturally and politically critical approach.
Using puppets as a metaphor for the 21st
century human, his animated video, Welcome
to Paradise (2016) seeks to create an alternative
world that reconfigures the relationship
between post-industrial people and machines.
Hao describes the main purpose of Fordist
mass production as being to turn human
subjects into abstract, calculable, uniform
things. Fordism should thus be evaluated, he
suggests, not only in terms of its success in
achieving technological development, but also
as an instrument of revolutionary change in
human behaviours. Nowadays, “most people
are tied to a daily routine; they are acting like
machines scheduled to earn the pieces of paper
that buy what feeds, provokes and entertains
them. Social systems attempt to eliminate
humans’ personalities and emotional make-up
to produce the ideal ‘super human’ which is
more efficient and controlled.”

Changing behaviours that have evolved
over the past fifty years are now present, he
suggests, at every level of society: “most people
enjoy fast-food and the fake-comfortable
lifestyle”. Hao, however, perceives shallow
relationships, spiritual emptiness and
emotional alienation behind the improvement in
humans’ material conditions. He identifies his
own experience as a student in China as one
of “discovering the world through textbooks”,
regurgitating what he was told by the state and
“being tested and graded like subjects in a lab.
While each individual’s path is unique, together
we are nothing more than machine parts, used
to drive the social operation.”
Hao’s work asks, therefore, “Who we are?
We put on this civilised mask, but when we
strip that away, what are we?”
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Katie Hodson
University of Worcester

Slab Hung on the Wall (2016) (installation view)
Concrete, foam, ratchet strap, timber frame,
dimensions variable
Concrete Shelf (2016)
Concrete, wooden brackets, dimensions variable
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Using synthetic materials, Katie Hodson’s
sculptures play with viewers’ preconceptions of
weight and materiality. They aim to challenge
conventional display methods and blur the
boundaries between expectations of painting
and sculpture. Prompted by her perception of
people’s desensitisation to their architectural
environments, her architecturally inspired
compositions explore the material, visual and
spatial relationships between supporting and
supported elements.
Through her material insights and in
response to their tactility, Hodson seeks to
deploy her materials surprisingly. She aims to
disrupt their functionality and draw attention
to the visual forms that they assume. Concrete,
for example, is considered the most durable
of all building materials and is the most used
man-made material, providing the basis for
most construction worldwide, from buildings to
roads to bridges. Yet Hodson’s use of it belies

its conventional purpose.
Slab hung on a wall (2016) comprises
a large concrete block hung from the wall
by orange nylon safety straps. It resembles
a large shoulder bag, suggesting it could
easily be lifted off its support. The reality of
the heaviness of the ‘bag’ asserts otherwise
however. Slab leaning out from wall (2016)
similarly plays with preconceptions of material
weight and function: a concrete slab leans away
from the wall, held at an angle by two cords.
In feel reminiscent of a weathered and fragile
building, the slab’s porous surface comprises
gradations of grey contrasted by a coralcoloured flush of foam that runs seamlessly
along its outer edges. There are thus
painterly qualities to these works: Hodson’s
overt presentation of materials’ surfaces
is elaborated by interventions intended to
emphasise and heighten certain abstract visual
qualities. Her re-contextualization of concrete,

coloured foam, perforated aluminium, ratchet
straps and other materials creates fusions
that both mirror expectations of function and
suggest alternatives.
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Amy Inston
University of Worcester

Pipe Dream (2016)
Video (stills)
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Amy Inston’s video, Pipe Dream (2016), is
rooted in her own experience of life in her
home town of Birmingham and childhood
encounters with her grandmother’s and Aunt
Sharon’s collections: Inston was fascinated
by the carnivalesque array of objects filling
her grandmother’s living room (objects
accumulated over years of ritual Sunday visits
to car boot sales) and by her Aunt Sharon’s
pictures of idols of American popular culture.
They subsequently prompted her student
preoccupation with what she describes as the
“strange and fascinating” contrast between the
films and photographs of British Social Realism
and media representations of ‘the American
dream’.
Pipe Dream sets out to confront the
everyday reality of Britain today with “the
promise of the American dream”. Drawing on
nostalgia, family life and political ideologies
to explore the impact of American culture on
British society, Inston contrasts video and
sound footage of her own family with found

archive footage relating to the glamour of
Hollywood, Americana and advertising.
In her own filming, she documents
“typical social situations” including visits
to relatives, travelling by car, markets and
birthday celebrations: “I wanted to capture the
most mundane situations in all their honesty
by retaining unedited small talk and both
positive and negative moments, achieving a
representation of real life that was as accurate
as possible.” By a process of collaging, she
has layered her film material to create a
consecutive British-American-British pattern: a
found-film clip of Jayne Mansfield, for example,
is followed by a shot of Inston’s aunt in her
home, by an image of Marilyn Monroe on her
aunt’s wall. Her aim is to enable continuous
comparison between the two cultures “in a
channel-flicking manner”, thereby invoking
the environment of a family sitting around a
television set in a living room.
Much of Inston’s primary research
focussed on documenting her own family

spending time in their living room, seen as
“the heart of the home and conversation”.
In contrast to the grimness of much Social
Realism, and despite some bleak topics of
conversation, she set out to sustain a sense
of the humorous and the optimistic. Pipe
Dream interweaves the nostalgia of working
class experience of the past sixty years with
the optimism of Americana. She describes her
film-making process as one of “bridge building”
and of the merging of two worlds “in a clash of
hope and actuality”, of escapist desire and the
reality of today’s world.
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Renata Juroszova
Coventry University

Heart Mirror (2016)
Oil on canvas, 23 x 30 cms
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Renata Juroszova’s paintings examine
the relationship between femininity and
domesticity and are based on her photographs
of domestic spaces occupied by female models.
Photography acts as her ‘sketchbook’ and is
integral to her process. Together with the act of
observation itself, it allows her to interrupt and
reflect upon the privacy of domestic space: she
is both part of the scene that she observes/
photographs and distanced from it. Her images
represent a dialogue between the woman
behind the camera and the woman in front of it.
The painting Heart Mirror (2016) is
constructed so that the viewing perspective
mimics that of the woman in the image.
Echoing, too, the artist’s own position, viewers
become part of the scene as they look down
onto the basin and mirror depicted in the
work. Working on a larger scale, in Openness
to Privacy (2016) Juroszova presents a partial
view into a bathroom where only the legs of a
woman can be seen hanging over the side of
a bath. The door to the bathroom is ajar, with
Juroszova’s painted representation playing with
perspective to create a scene that is at once
private and open to intrusion.
Juroszova’s series of nine, small-scale
monochrome drawings, Domestic Routine
(2016), are intimate portraits of women in
domestic settings. Loosely rendered in ink on
paper, they capture the privacy of individual
women, taking a bath or going upstairs for
example. The material effect of the ink on paper
evokes the feel of pinhole photography, of
viewing a scene from afar through a small and
intimate lens.

Tuschara
Kiewpukdee
Birmingham City University

World That Day (2016)
Oil on wood and canvas, 150 x 150 cms
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Tuschara Kiewpukdee’s research focuses on
what he describes as the cultural and ethnic
hybrids of today’s ever more connected,
digital world: “increasing globalisation brings
people closer, forcing them to associate and
to socialise with one another to an historically
unprecedented extent”. Through painting,
drawing and collage, he sets out to explore
how concepts of human distinctiveness (as
created by individual life conditions, modes of
habitation, cultural history and ethnicity, and
manifested in cultural forms) are changing as a
result. He often deploys globally iconic cartoon
characters and aspects of popular culture as a
means of connecting with as broad an audience
as possible and cites the work of American
artist Jeff Koons as encouraging him “to be
fearless” in making his work.
From the wallpaper-patterned background
of World That Day (2016), ‘media personalities’
of 2015 (politicians, members of the British
royal family, celebrities and sportspersons)
emerge alongside a Hindu goddess and
fragments of global brand logos. The altarlike triptych, The School of Art (2016) was
prompted by Kiewpukdee’s conception of
the community of the art school and its work
as emblematic of the world’s current state
of hybridity and synchronicity. It draws on
the symbolism at work in formerly distinct
Eastern and Western cultures, traditions and
popular forms to produce a hybrid iconography,
deploying William Morris’ designs of foliage
as a backdrop for Mickey Mouse, the Hindu
elephant goddess Ganesha, the ancient Greek
god of the sea Poseidon, TinTin, and Doraemon
the cat (a space-age, Japanese manga robot
cat who returns from the 22nd century, well
known throughout Eastern popular cultures).
The “new school of art” that Kiewpukdee’s
work represents is, for him, one of optimism,
representative of creativity and life that
“changes with the times”.

Damian Massey
Staffordshire University

Damian Massey’s sculptures explore
similarities between physical forms derived
from human culture and those of nature.
His bold, colourful, anthropomorphic
figures (sometimes floor-based, sometimes
suspended) combine organic matter (twigs),
textiles (discarded clothing) and spray paint
to investigate the characteristics of natural
form: “insects, plants, micro-organisms and
amphibians are transposed into their sculptural
equivalents”.
The titles of the sculptures refer to the
creatures, plants, memories or obsessions that
inspired them and are intended to create “a
sense of belonging”. For example, Amphipod
(2016) denotes one of an order of crustacea
to which the marine animal, Leucothoe incisa
belongs. Each sculpture is intended as a
dissonant fusion of the man-made and the
organic. At first glance, the clothing used to
make each work appears as an undifferentiated
mass wrapped, tied and bundled into bulbous
and solidified sculptural forms. On closer
inspection however, remnants of a multiplicity
of garments can be detected (the intricacies of
a lace pattern, the shape of a trouser pocket,
the surface texture of a cord jacket), all
camouflaged by the overall mass of material
and colour.
Triomenphis (2016) and S Bug (2016)
incorporate recycled clothing and tree
branches which stretch out beyond the rounded
core of the material shapes. Surplus (2016)
and Worm – Young Insect (2016) have figurative
connotations and, here, clothing is used overtly
as a bodily signifier. The folds and creases of
the material echo the forms of a body hunched
over or sat with legs out-stretched. They ask the
question, Massey suggests, “Why do we value
material items so much when we do not value
the world that we live in?”

Surplus (2016)
Clothing, spray paint, chicken wire,
dimensions variable
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Jessica Maxfield
Birmingham City University

Tiera-Zon (2016)
Digital print, ink on paper,
8-sheet billboard, 665 x 305 cms
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Jessica Maxfield’s billboard-scale images
explore the mathematical concept of ‘fractals’
(also known as expanding or evolving
symmetry). Maxfield develops her images
through a digital process, initially involving
the random generation of a preliminary image
bank via the programme Tiera-Zon and its
mathematical formulae. She then digitally
develops a number of these potentially
endlessly replicating fractal generations,
collaging them together with the aid of Adobe
Photoshop.
Aiming to make reference to the
appearance of fractals within man-made
structures and nature and using only fractal
imagery, Maxfield describes her collages as

“synthetic landscapes with surreal features”.
Fractal patterns can be microscopically small
or hidden and, in magnifying these within
her landscapes, she sees the landscapes
themselves as “moving towards the unknown”
(because yet ever smaller patterns remain
hidden within those now visible to the viewer,
and those now visible carry the seeds of yet
larger ones).
With their unnatural and bright colouring,
odd illusions of depth and space, and mirroring,
Maxfield intends her landscapes to elicit the
viewer’s curiosity but also to inflict anxiety: she
describes them as creating atmospheres that
are other-worldly. Their meaning is deliberately
open-ended and, in this sense, she suggests,

they are akin to Rorschach inkblot test images:
what at first feels familiar soon becomes
strange. Because of Maxfield’s choice of scale
and her work’s positioning in the gallery space,
on first seeing it from a distance viewers have
the illusion that they are within the picture.
As they move closer, however, it becomes
noticeable that her print features some
pixilation and has a slightly glossy finish, which
re-establishes its connection with the digital
realm: the audience is separated from the
landscape by what could be read as a digital
screen.
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Kate Morgan-Clare
Hereford College of Arts

Patterned Dress (2016)
Pattern paper, mixed media 62 x 80 cms
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Kate Morgan-Clare’s hand-stitched, ethereal
paper garments allude to the displacement
of people from areas of conflict: “I wanted to
touch on the ability of children to employ an
innate resilience that carries them through
difficult situations, while recognising children’s
fragility and the inevitable impact that these
early experiences will have on their futures.”
Her work reflects on, and makes connections
between, historical and contemporary moments
to tell touching stories that have relevance
today. Made from dress-making pattern paper,
Morgan-Clare’s little hoodie, mittens, parka
and dress are conceived as items of clothing
that symbolise children’s individual stories: “I’m
exploring the cultural potency and emotional
and metonymic power that we bestow on objects
of clothing and how they reflect our experiences
and aspirations.”
Patterned Dress (2016) is based on a 1940s’
design and decorated with drawings of fabric
prints of the period. It recalls the moment
when children were evacuated from Britain
during WWII. Evacuees were sent to live in the
countryside away from the threat of bombing
in their home cities, often arriving with few
material possessions. Interviews that MorganClare conducted with evacuees, now in their
eighties, influenced the design and making of
Patterned Dress, the simplicity and familiarity
of which is intended to highlight the children’s
courage in face of difficulty. Parka (2016),
stitched with Syrian-inspired designs, brings
her perspectives on displacement to bear on
the early 21st-century tragedy of Syrian children
fleeing their birth country for the relative safety
of Europe.

Lisa Nash
Staffordshire University

The Circle of Nature (2016)
Wax, foam, Modroc, wire, plastic, fabric
158 x 53 x 44 cms and 129 x 55 x 53 cms
Photograph credit: Ilona Zielinska
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Lisa Nash aims to “combine classical features
with more fluid contemporary elements to create
uncanny, often preposterous sculptures and to
generate humour to mask some more difficult
or challenging subjects from the viewer.” She is
interested in human/animal relationships and how
they act as emotional markers of our mortality and
our relationships with the rest of the world. Nash
sees animals as integral to human culture, as pets
and characters in fables, myths and cartoons for
example; she is interested by how people afford them
symbolic value and human personas, blurring the
boundaries between ourselves and them.
In her art, she uses a strategy of
‘defamiliarisation’, creating distortion and
dislocation that render the apparently familiar in
some way strange: expected scale, appearance and
position are altered or skewed. Thereby, her intention
is to “shroud truth by fiction”, with her sculptures
becoming “physical manifestations of a fairy tale”.
Empathy between humans and animals
is a recurring theme for Nash. In Safe Hands?
(2016) alludes to the power that human kind
exerts over animals and animal futures. Some
of her photographs allude to human emotions of
compassion towards animals: human hands cradle
a fur model of a rabbit, which gazes up at someone
whose face is out of view of the camera. Others
depict an animal being held by the scruff of its neck,
suggestive of a juvenile being plucked from its nest
towards an uncertain future.
In its distortions of scale and suggestion of
the sinister, dreamlike and uncanny, The Circle
of Nature (2016) makes knowing allusion to Lewis
Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865). It
comprises three sculptures: a life-size female figure
looks outwards and holds a baby rabbit wrapped in
fabric; another presence lurks in the background
observing; an old and weary rabbit, slightly smaller
than the female figure, watches from a distance.
Perhaps, suggests Nash, the old and weary rabbit
is the mother of the baby rabbit. Perhaps the girl
is trying to save the baby rabbit, or perhaps she
has snatched it away intending harm. Perhaps the
younger rabbit has replaced its mother in the girl’s
affections.

Jenna Naylor
Staffordshire University

Botanical Hybrids (2014) (installation view)
Tinted charcoal, tracing paper, marker pen,
dimensions variable
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Jenna Naylor’s drawings and sculpture
concern the precariousness of nature. As
suggested by some of her works’ titles,
she is interested in classificatory systems
and taxonomy, and particularly specimens
that elude classification: Alien Botanicals
(2015) and Botanical Hybrids (2014) “use
the space between fact and fiction”. “[The
imaginary] specimens within my drawings are
presented as if they were encountered in some
otherworldly environment, and then observed
and studied by the explorer who discovered
them.” Often made directly onto the gallery
wall, her charcoal and pen drawings adopt
conventions of entomological and botanical
illustration, seemingly accurately capturing
and magnifying detail. The viewer observes
Naylor’s large and unwieldy specimens as
would a scientist under a microscope.
From the outset, her drawings are
destined to be painted over: they last only as
long as the exhibition for which they are

made. Their ephemerality at once echoes the
fragility of their specimens and of a real world
in which the ever-increasing, negative impact
of human beings on the natural environment is
omnipresent. Her specimens appear as though
effortlessly floating, their delicate tendrils
reminiscent of marine animals like squid or
jellyfish. They are intended as a poignant
reminder that much about nature and ocean
life is still unknown. Over one million species
of plants and animals are recorded as living in
the ocean, but scientists believe that in excess
of nine million may yet be undiscovered.
The hybridity of Naylor’s images
references the practice of cloning. In plants
cloning has occurred naturally for many
years, through asexual reproduction. In
animals, though, cloning such as the Dolly
the sheep experiment of 1996 continues
to raise ethical issues about the extent to
which humans should be allowed to interfere
with the biological production of new life.

Naylor’s drawings highlight human instincts
of intervention and creation in the name of
progressive science. The fictional specimens
of Botanical Hybrids prompt consideration of
the prospect of evolution gone wrong.
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Natalie Ramus
Hereford College of Arts

Hand Stitched (2015)
Photographic prints on aluminium dibond,
110 x 73.5 cms
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Natalie Ramus is interested in how easy it is for
humans, as intellectual beings, to lose touch
with their physical experience of their bodies.
She examines aspects of our relationships with
our physical selves – relationships that are
neither completely comfortable nor entirely
destructive.
Her photographs seek to expose
preconceptions and to provoke reactions to
concepts considered taboo. Hand Stitched
(2015), for example, alludes to children’s playful
relationships with their physical selves, often
explored through their relationship with their
hair. She is intrigued by how children’s methods
of enquiry – from picking at scabs, to printing
the blood patterns of a grazed knee on a tissue,
to pushing a needle threaded with human
hair through the hand’s top layer of skin – are
repressed in adulthood. The power of Hand
Stitched, she intends, lies in its “juxtaposition
of the innocence, playfulness and inquisitive
nature of childhood with the mortality of the
body”.
By translating a child’s meditative act
into the act of an adult, Hand Stitched alters
how that act is read: adulthood brings with it
learned social rules and repressed behaviours
by which adults’ relationships with their bodies
are constrained. Ramus explores public/private
dichotomies produced by societal conventions
of the appropriate and the inappropriate,
and reflects upon the impact, for today’s
Internet generation, of the virtual realities of
social media: “With so many of us living our
lives online we are becoming more and more
detached from our physical, material selves. To
experience each other physically is a powerful
but overlooked aspect of our lives which
is diminishing through a language of emoji
symbols and virtual conversations.” In this
age of physical and social detachment, Hand
Stitched uses visual shock to prompt viewers to
reconnect with their bodies.

Henry Rice
Hereford College of Arts

Rustic (2015)
Digital photograph on aluminium, 61 x 30.5 cms
Venture (2015)
Digital photograph on aluminium, 61 x 30.5 cms
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Henry Rice’s series of photographs, Viewing
(2016) invites viewers to consider their
relationship with digital images and images’
continuous repurposing. Five of the works in
New Art West Midlands 2017 are manipulated
digital images of sixteenth and nineteenth
century paintings in the collection of
Cambridge University’s Fitzwilliam Museum.
A sixth, new work has been inspired by a
David Cox painting from Worcester City Art
Gallery’s Sale Bequest. All reflect on how we
consume images of paintings via computer and
tablet screens, often without recourse to any
information about them.
Rice changes and transforms his images
by incorporating the distortions that occur
when they are viewed digitally. The colour
palette of Rustic (2015) for example, an image
of a landscape painting of a haystack, is
enhanced with neon purples, yellows and
greens; human figures in Venture (2015)
appear to experience a Damascene revelation
from an incongruous source of bright light that
is, in fact, a representation of screen glare.
Images are either scaled up or down to assume
the size of computer screens; Rice ‘re-brands’
them by replacing the original paintings’ titles

with more generic alternatives. He writes:
“ When I saw the Mona Lisa for the first
time I could not help but feel underwhelmed.
I knew the face of the woman staring back at
me, but the possibility of any intimacy with
the painting had been lost. I concluded that
this was because I had seen that face so
repeatedly on TV and computer screens, that
these mediated versions, not the original,
had become my defining image. So I explored
the positives and negatives of viewing oil
paintings by these means: I celebrated images’
accessibility, the fact that they eluded the
private collections of the elites and that the
internet had made them free to all; now framed
by the mundane, however, and reduced in
scale, I nonetheless lamented the poignant
changes that they wrought.”
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Milly Rowland
Birmingham City University

Disrupted Marine Paradise (2016) (detail)
Screenprinted monoprint on paper, 101 x 137 cms
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In her monoprint triptych Disrupted Marine
Paradise (2016), Milly Rowland alludes to the
fragile future of the world’s seas and submarine
ecosystems by imagining fantastical forms of
marine life and the ecological destruction of
their habitats. The sobering scale of human
impact on the real ocean environment is well
recognised: in the middle of the Pacific Ocean,
for example, a swirling area of plastic the size
of Texas (and otherwise known as ‘the great
pacific garbage patch’) can be viewed from
space. Rowland’s triptych is constructed as
a narrative of ‘progress’ from an imagined
vibrant, teeming and pristine world to one that
is entirely degraded and terminally depleted.
She cites as an influence Hieronymous Bosch’s
painting The Garden of Earthly Delights (14901510), which has often been interpreted as a
warning of the perils of life’s temptations.
Rowland’s fascination with, and exploration
of, the deep ocean has been inspired both by
research of its extraordinary reality and by the
stories and imagined worlds that it has inspired
including, for example, Jules Verne’s 1870
classic adventure novel 10,000 Leagues Under
the Sea. In an attempt to capture the movement
and ebullience of an underwater world, she
draws, inks and paints directly onto a screen,
dripping and layering water on top to enable
colour and forms to mutate and blend. In their
fusing of the beautiful and the monstrous, her
drawings make reference to genetic mutation
and offer an imagined depiction of how
ocean creatures might adapt in response to
environmental changes.
Rowland says “I want viewers to have a
visceral reaction to the contrast between the
two bold and vibrant worlds [ie the marine
world in its pristine state and one of imagined
thriving adaptations responding to man-made
climate change], before concluding with the
decimated world that, in reality, will likely to
result.”

Natalie Seymour
Coventry University

Overlooked (2016)
Digital photograph collage print on paper, 66 x 96 cms
Rebuild 1 (2016)
Digital photograph collage print on paper, 66 x 96 cms
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Natalie Seymour’s digital photo-collages
of an empty college building in Smethwick,
West Bromwich stem from her fascination
with abandoned buildings – whether a once
glorious cathedral or the burnt out shell of a
manor house – and the “mysterious allure” of
their dynamic states of decay. She sees them
as monuments to another age.
Rebuild I and Rebuild II (both 2016) are
fusions of aspects of the college’s interior
and exterior. In Rebuild I the whole building
is framed by its interior ruin: inner decay thus
becomes the building’s landscape setting,
with a sky of peeling ceiling, an abandoned
projector for the sun and the ground a rubbishstrewn carpet. Similarly, in Rebuild II graffiti
and abandoned detritus merge interior and
exterior. The positioning of the windows in
both images recalls the reality of an outside
world beyond the domain of the building’s
demise. For Seymour, her images transform

the spaces of her buildings into “model-like
structures”, their exteriors dropped intrusively
into their internal spaces.
Tunnel, Grand Entrance and Overlooked
(all 2016) collage together different parts
of the college building in a manner that
verges on abstraction. As the title suggests,
Grand Entrance focuses on its neo-classical
entrance: white pillars and an ornate cornice
rise resplendently above the decay of their
surroundings. In Overlooked the entrance
melds with the barren desks and chairs of
a classroom. Tunnel features an abandoned
room filled with wood and the distant form of a
dark tunnel.
Seymour’s ruins are “time capsules” of
function and purpose now obsolete. Her aim is
to “capture the essence of these places before
they are removed from the landscape”.
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Daniel Smart
Coventry University

L’Étranger (2016)
Mixed media on canvas, 41 x 51 cms
This Side of Paradise (2016)
Acrylic and oil on canvas, 41 x 51 cms
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Daniel Smart’s paintings and collages
respond to political issues as well as exploring
psychological states and philosophies
including alienation and Existentialism.
Using Photoshop, he creates imaginary
landscapes by layering images from the
Internet, magazines and newspapers. These
photomontages are then transposed onto
canvas and transformed using paint and,
sometimes, three-dimensional objects. Smart
says he “depicts scenes that are often familiar,
and are of everyday working-class life”.
However, with their introduction of uncanny,
abstract or fragmented elements, works
such as L’Étranger (2016) are not traditional
landscapes. “We can imagine the scenes in
reality; however there is something wrong with

them; they contain illusions and don’t entirely
make sense.”
Many of Smart’s works have anticapitalism and anti-austerity themes. Precariat
(2016) makes reference to zero hours contracts
and insecure working environments and This
Side of Paradise (2016), with its clothes lines
and temporary shelter, evokes feelings of
uncertainty and displacement.
Smart’s most significant art historical
influences are the early 20th century
geometric abstraction of Constructivism and
Cubism, and artists/groups including Kasimir
Malevich and Neo Rauch, as well as aspects
of historical and contemporary figure painting.
He makes use of overtly contrasting elements
(light and shade; impasto and thin paint;

abstract and figurative) for the purposes of
symbolism. For example, “organic and chaotic
elements are juxtaposed with linear, geometric
forms to represent the conflict between
our instinctive desires and our attempts to
control them.” He conceives of meaning in his
paintings as coalescing serendipitously, their
titles acting as framing devices for viewers’
application of their subjective experiences and
positions to what they see.
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Poppy Twist
Birmingham City University

Mic Approach (2016) (video still)
Video installation, 5 mins 2 secs
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I just don’t know what to do with myself.
Poppy Twist has emblazoned the title of
Dusty Springfield’s 1964 hit on one of four,
framed satine scarves carrying lyrics from
1960s girl soloists and groups. The scarves,
Twist intends, deconstruct the iconography
of fandom associated with selling musicians
to the masses. Springfield’s single song line
is a metaphor for the narrative of repetitive
failure that also becomes the subject of Twist’s
triptych video installation Mic Approach (2016).
Mic Approach explores the discomfort
of the live event, with its ever-present threat
of failure. Incorporating her roles as both a
drummer in a band and a performer in her art
Twist explores what it means to be at once
‘performer’ and ‘performed’.
In a sparkly pink dress that references the
expectation of ‘dressing up’ for a show, with a
microphone held to her mouth, Twist prepares
to start singing. Drumroll please! But the
sound of her voice never materialises; she never
starts; the vocalist herself interrupts all her
attempts to do so. The drumroll generated by
the disembodied drumming hands to each side
of her starts again, but the gestures of frozen
poses and vocal paralysis recur over and over.
Twist’s distillation of action and musical energy
seeks to point to the contrivances at work in the
act of performance: the silent performer allows
her vulnerability to be witnessed and, in doing
so, exerts control over the viewer. She plays
with audience members’ expectations as they
observe and wait for her next attempt.
Mic Approach aims to expose the
conflicted relationship between pop culture’s
fetishisation of a perceived authenticity and a
performer’s own sense of identity. The isolated
and temporary moment of ‘performing’ reflects,
for Twist, the superficial, commercial impetus
of the entertainment industry informing the
expectations that are placed on performers. In
Mic Approach she aims to question and prompt
imaginative reconsideration of perceptions of
glamour, touring, lucrative merchandise and
on-stage persona.

Sarah Zacharek
University of Wolverhampton

Re:Discovery (2015) (detail)
Miced media
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Sarah Zacharek’s twin compulsions to take
photographs and to travel provide the basis for
her art. For her project 2056 she drew on text
from her travel blog and photographs of places
that she had visited to produce composite
word/image pictures: while the photographic
images are visible within the letters of the text,
the text is the dominant feature, suggesting
that the destination is secondary to the journey.
Inspired, especially, by the work of Francis
Alys and Hamish Fulton, Zacharek considers
her own practice “to be within my experience
of journeys themselves, recounted by me to the
viewer through my use of my camera.” In her
latest project, Re:Discovery (2015), she traces

a route dictated by photographic negatives of
her late father’s journey to Torun, his home
town in Poland, hoping posthumously to forge
a connection with him (until now confined to
their shared surname).
Zacharek’s father was born in England to
Polish parents. She has no first-hand memories
of him, and no connection with her Polish
heritage or her grandfather’s family (who had
remained in Torun and, Zacharek conjectures,
presumably had family of their own). She
decided to follow her father’s journey, therefore,
in order “to stand where he had stood and to
create new memories ‘together’”.
Re:Discovery’s documentation of

Zacharek’s own journey is presented in a variety
of forms including a hand-bound book and
video and audio montage. Viewers stand on top
of photographic vinyl floor prints of the places
where her father and she both stood, and are
presented with the view that they both saw and
the sounds (the ringing of church bells) that they
heard. Viewers, too, thus become part of the
story.
Zacharek’s project began in 2015 and
she envisages that it will continue: in 2016 an
exhibition took place at Wozownia Gallery in
Torun, metres from where some of her own and
her father’s photographs were taken.
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Associated Opportunities

Exhibition Venues

The organisations and individuals listed will
offer selected New Art West Midlands 2017
artists associated opportunities throughout
2017. New Art West Midlands is delighted to be
working with our partners who are supporting
artists at this important stage of their careers.

Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery
Chamberlain Square
Birmingham B3 3DH
Tel: 0121 303 1966

The Sidney Nolan Trust
Sidney Nolan Trust, located on the
Herefordshire-Welsh border offers flexible
workshop and studio space for creative
work and learning. As part of the Centenary
Programme marking the birth of Sidney
Nolan, the Trust is awarding one New Art
West Midlands’ artist a place on its week-long
graduate residency which will take place during
H.Art week. sidneynolantrust.org

Office for Art, Design and Technology
An artist-led initiative, the Office for Art,
Design and Technology, Coventry works
nomadically and collaboratively to probe the
spaces between seemingly disparate fields.
Lead artist and founder Ryan Hughes is
awarding one New Art West Midlands’ artist a
two-month residency. art-design-tech.org
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Royal Birmingham Society of Artists
The Royal Birmingham Society of Artists
(RBSA) is an artist-led charity which supports
artists and promotes engagement with the
visual arts through a range of activities
including exhibitions and workshops. The
RBSA is awarding a solo exhibition at its gallery
to a New Art West Midlands’ artist. rbsa.org.uk

Grasslands
An artist-led project space exploring group
activity and collaboration from a domestic
garden site in Birmingham. Artist and founder
Dan Auluk is awarding two New Art West
Midlands’ artists a residency place.
grasslands-space.co.uk

Treeline
Treeline is an artist-led project delivered by the
Herefordshire-based environment organisation
New Leaf. Lead artists Jaime Jackson and
Sally Payen are awarding one New Art West
Midlands’ artist a commission opportunity with
an environmental organisation located in the
rural West Midlands. saltroad.org.uk/treeline

Worcester City Art Gallery
Museums Worcestershire
Foregate Street
Worcester WR1 1DT
Tel: 01905 25371

Ellen McAdam, Director
Toby Watley, Director of Collections
Lisa Beauchamp, Curator of Modern and
Contemporary Art
Rachel Bradley, Project Organiser and
Independent Curator
Harriet Aldridge, Exhibitions Intern

Philippa Tinsley, Senior Curator – Collections &
Interpretation
Emalee Beddoes, Curatorial Assistant
New Art West Midlands - Regional Visual Arts
Network

mac Birmingham
Cannon Hill Park
Birmingham B12 9QH
Tel: 0121 446 3232

New Art West Midlands
Birmingham School of Art
Birmingham City University
Margaret Street
Birmingham B3 3BX
Tel: 0121 300 4310

Deborah Kermode, Director
Jess Litherland, Producer – Visual Arts

Craig Ashley, Director
Anneka French, Co-ordinator

Wolverhampton Art Gallery
Lichfield Street
Wolverhampton WV1 1DU
Tel: 01902 552055
Marguerite Nugent, Curatorial Services &
Programme Development Manager
Neus Miro, Exhibitions Curator, Education &
Enterprise
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